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Guy Stories 2021-07-20
this is a collection of four short stories richard wrote many years ago and sent them to us to look at as he wanted to publish them as an anthology he called guy stories with this small
collection of his short stories we celebrate richard and the amazing friend he was we honour his creativity his compassion and his quirky sense of humour

Every Man for Himself 2005
an anthology of ten original short stories about such things as family problems sexuality and courage written by well known authors of children s books

The Great Short Stories Guy De Maupassant 2008-02
guy de maupassant was a master of the short story this collection reflects his remarkable diversity with stories that vary in theme and tone and range from tragedy and satire to comedy
and farce with a simplicity of style that masks complex philosophy maupassant can illuminate an entire code of values by means of a few telling details he exposes the brutality of war
and the hypocrisy it spawns and depicts the petty limitations the dissimulations and the vanities inherent at different levels of society his stories are linked by a trenchant irony and by a
preoccupation with the frailty of human nature and the futility of so many lives

Boys' Own Stories 2000
the stunning success of young women fiction writers in new zealand in recent years has overshadowed the fact that young male fictioneers have also been busy writing quality short
stories boys own stories is a collection of eighteen stories by male writers all under the age of forty it includes work by award winning short story writers such as carl nixon and denis
baker along with novelists like peter feeney and chad taylor selected by noted writer editor and reviewer graeme lay boys own stories shows that the art of short story writing is alive
and well regardless of authorial gender and if there is a contest between the sexes the boys are holding their own the authors denis baker andrei baltakmens william brandt mark
broatch james brown peter feeney michael galvin david geary tim jones phil kawana zion a komene john mccrystal carl nixon rob o neill antonius papaspiropoulos duncan sarkies
bernard steeds and chad taylor

Collected Short Stories of Guy de Maupassant: The Necklace + The Piece of String + Boule de Suif +
Mademoiselle Fifi + Pierrot + Two Friends + La Maison Tellier + Ghosts and much more 2024-01-04
this carefully crafted ebook collected short stories of guy de maupassant the necklace the piece of string boule de suif mademoiselle fifi pierrot two friends la maison tellier ghosts and
much more is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents guy de maupassant 1850 1893 was a popular french writer considered one of the fathers of the
modern short story and one of the form s finest exponents content an adventure in paris the awakening crash my landlady the horla our letters profitable business a fashionable woman
the donkey a mother of monsters a family affair the mad woman the bandmaster s sister the cripple a cock crowed words of love miss harriet two friends pierrot countess satan mother
sauvage coward a duel the corsican bandit the accent always lock the door legend of mont st michel the fishing hole a vendetta madame hermet the old maid am i insane discovery the
child the piece of string he madame baptiste madame parisse boule de suif magnetism the christening a stroll the mustache father matthew dead woman s secret a father s confession
a rupture a new year s gift is he mad the debt mad the trip of le horla the parrot the hermit the dowry the white lady the dispenser of holy water the rondoli sisters mademoiselle cocotte
the lancer s wife a normandy joke the marquis de fumerol julie romain the model a parricide found on a drowned man dreams saint anthony the drunkard what was really the matter
with andrew regret the cake my uncle sosthenes beside schopenhauer s corpse the inn the test the carter s wench the man with the dogs the diamond necklace ghosts mother and son
rose sundays of a bourgeois the sequel to a divorce the farmer s wife the mountebanks the dead girl the maison tellier monsieur parent julot s opinion mademoiselle coco mamma
stirling the diary of a madman suicides the wrong house a good match a useful house mademoiselle fifi the bed mademoiselle pearl



The Complete Short Stories of Guy de Maupassant 1923
this collection of 14 imaginative and fast paced short stories presents plots that are believable and also have endings with unusual twists the visibly invisible man and collected short
stories begins with a stranger moving to a small town in kentucky he is heavily covered from head to toe in clothing allegedly to cover burn scars from the war in vietnam he is accepted
into the community and circulates freely around town but months later the man robs the local bank of 200 000 and then disappears without a trace the solution to the crime and its twist
makes the story unforgettable the book s other short stories include the old man on the tee about the death of a golfer there s also the tale of an exciting encounter with a ufo and a tiny
man who becomes a shot putter on the american olympic track and field team this unusual batch of stories takes readers on a fun ride

The Visibly Invisible Man and Other Short Stories 2011-07-01
in this extraordinary new collection award winning writer iain baird brings to life characters as real as we are to ourselves it is with powerful graceful and precise language that baird
shows us how wonderfully perilous ordinary lives can be the guy in the box a short emotional literary fiction captures the audience with sheer rawness that comes from the first stage of
denial and having a loved one with dementia in other selections whether a damaged veteran reinventing himself in the alleys of the french quarter a halloween prank turning tragically
awry or an aging couple making one final grasp at independence baird shows us what it is to be fully human these flawed yet majestic unforgettable characters bring the stories to life
with suspense humor and discovery

The Guy in the Box 2018-07
in his cookbook recipes and short stories for the single man one time divorcee norman mcguire shares delicious and easy to prepare recipes for men who are tired of the cycle of eating
out and gaining weight and want to cook healthy comforting meals in less than thirty minutes accompanied by humorous and entertaining personal anecdotes that detail his life and his
motivation for preparing home cooked meals mcguire relies on his own personal experience in the kitchen to offer a potpourri of recipes for simple dinners sure to fill up a hungry man
such as stuffed jumbo biscuits pizza burgers brisket pepper steak and beef roast this original compilation has solutions for every meal as mcguire provides insight into how to cook a
scrumptious breakfast of bacon eggs hash browns and biscuits and gravy from chili fries to cabbage and bacon to an unforgettable dessert comprised of a cup of flour a cup of sugar and
a cup of milk mcguire encourages other men to leave their fears of cooking behind and learn to enjoy their time in the kitchen preparing tasty meals for not only themselves but for
those they love

Recipes and Short Stories for the Single Man 2010-12
these early works by guy de maupassant were originally published in the 1880 s as a collection of short stories this represents maupassant s tales set in paris and includes the patron
the wardrobe waiter a bock the dowry moiron mademoiselle pearl and many other titles guy de maupassant was born in 1850 at the château de miromesnil near dieppe france he came
from a prosperous family but when maupassant was eleven his mother risked social disgrace by trying to secure a legal separation from her husband after the split maupassant lived
with his mother till he was thirteen and inherited her love of classical literature in 1880 maupassant published his first and according to many his best short story entitled boule de suif
ball of fat it was an instant success he went on to be extremely prolific during the 1880s working methodically to produce up to four volumes of short fiction every year many of the
earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high
quality modern editions

Guy de Maupassant's Tales of Paris - A Collection of Short Stories 2016-03-30
these early works by guy de maupassant were originally published in the 1880 s as a collection of short stories this represents maupassant s tales involving adultery and includes the
false gems useless beauty the legion of honor mother and son and many other titles guy de maupassant was born in 1850 at the château de miromesnil near dieppe france he came
from a prosperous family but when maupassant was eleven his mother risked social disgrace by trying to secure a legal separation from her husband after the split maupassant lived



with his mother till he was thirteen and inherited her love of classical literature in 1880 maupassant published his first and according to many his best short story entitled boule de suif
ball of fat it was an instant success he went on to be extremely prolific during the 1880s working methodically to produce up to four volumes of short fiction every year many of the
earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high
quality modern editions

Guy de Maupassant's Tales of Adultery - A Collection of Short Stories 2016-03-30
delve into the world of the radio guy who tries to help a wayward and struggling musical artist or that of patty and annie two weak women who suddenly find strength in their own
stories or possibly fall into the wonders of a young girl s imagination the radio guy is a collection of short stories with unexpected endings some happy and some not so much but each
with their own uniquely flavored slice of life

The Radio Guy 2019-10-08
until a few days ago i was the typical introverted nerd of course i have to confess that i wasn t a nerd in terms of being intelligent genius or something similar nerd because of the shy
stereotype in my case an extreme shyness that has prevented me from succeeding in love but everything changed in a single second when i saw her the most beautiful and sensual girl
my eyes have ever seen she dresses extremely sexy and stands out from the rest of the college girlsand now the problem of shyness is what matters least to me i think i m going insane

The Shy Guy 2020-05-25
a startlingly original collection of short stories that was winner of the 2011 commonwealth writers prize for best first book a son worries he is becoming too perfect a copy of his father
the co owner of a weight loss camp for teens finds himself running the black market in chocolate bars a man starts melting and nothing can stop it not even poetry this terrific collection
of stories by an exciting new talent moves from the serious and realistic to the humorous and outlandish each story copying an element from the previous piece in a kind of evolutionary
chain amid pigeons with a taste for cigarette ash a rash of moa sightings and the identity crisis of an imaginary friend the characters in these eighteen entertaining stories look for ways
to reconnect with people and the world around them even if that means befriending a robber wielding an iguana

A Man Melting 2010-07-02
these early works by guy de maupassant were originally published in the 1880 s as a collection of short stories this represents maupassant s tales of marriage and includes useless
beauty monsieur parent a wedding gift the door a meeting and many other titles guy de maupassant was born in 1850 at the château de miromesnil near dieppe france he came from a
prosperous family but when maupassant was eleven his mother risked social disgrace by trying to secure a legal separation from her husband after the split maupassant lived with his
mother till he was thirteen and inherited her love of classical literature in 1880 maupassant published his first and according to many his best short story entitled boule de suif ball of fat
it was an instant success he went on to be extremely prolific during the 1880s working methodically to produce up to four volumes of short fiction every year many of the earliest books
particularly those dating back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern
editions

Guy de Maupassant's Tales of Marriage - A Collection of Short Stories 2016-03-30
these early works by guy de maupassant were originally published in the 1880 s as a collection of short stories this represents maupassant s tales of beggars and includes a vagabond
my uncle jules the beggar and the blind man guy de maupassant was born in 1850 at the château de miromesnil near dieppe france he came from a prosperous family but when
maupassant was eleven his mother risked social disgrace by trying to secure a legal separation from her husband after the split maupassant lived with his mother till he was thirteen
and inherited her love of classical literature in 1880 maupassant published his first and according to many his best short story entitled boule de suif ball of fat it was an instant success



he went on to be extremely prolific during the 1880s working methodically to produce up to four volumes of short fiction every year many of the earliest books particularly those dating
back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions

Guy de Maupassant's Tales of the Beggar - A Collection of Short Stories 2016-03-30
russian short stories are known for being melancholy often dealing with suffering however they can also be funny and absurd some common subjects include class distinctions the plight
of the underdog and a rejection of authoritarianism and bureaucracy this collection of russian short stories includes fyodor dostoevsky notes from the underground the dream of a
ridiculous man the beggar boy at christ s christmas tree leo tolstoy the death of ivan ilyich kholstomer the story of a horse alyosha the pot a letter to a hindu a confession god sees the
truth but waits a russian christmas party anton chekhov kashtanka gusev the darling the lady with the dog a slander the horse stealers the petchenyeg a dead body a happy ending the
looking glass old age darkness the beggar in trouble frost minds in ferment gone astray an avenger the jeune premier a defenceless creature an enigmatic nature a happy man a
troublesome visitor an actor s end a story without a title vanka ivan turgenev first love the district doctor mumu nikolay gogol the mantle memoirs of a madman the nose a may night
the cloak the viy christmas eve alexsandr pushkin the queen of spades maxim gorky one autumn night her lover leonid andreyev lazarus the little angel aleksandr kuprin the outrage
mikhail bulgakov the cup of life komarov case moscow settings psalm moonshine springs seance shifting accommodation the beer story the embroidered towel ivan bunin the
gentleman from san francisco the grammar of love gentle breathing son an unknown friend mikhail saltykov shchedrin how a muzhik fed two officials

Complete Short Stories of Guy de Maupassant 1903
by the award winning author of the last crossing and the englishman s boy deftly layered humane these stories brilliantly capture the pathos and comedy of the human condition
following the death of his domineering father a middle aged man tries to uncover a truth about their sometimes difficult relationship when a grade six teacher tyrannizes a student
without apparent reason the boy learns an unexpected lesson and his young life is changed irrevocably an elderly widow falls prey to a con artist revealing what we are capable of
sacrificing to appease what we dread the most a twelve year old boy is shunted off to his grandmother s farm and becomes part of an adult world he scarcely understands a group of
high school students play on a classmate s self delusions and set up what promises to be the most loaded boxing match ever staged whether writing from the point of view of a child an
adolescent or a man in his seventies guy vanderhaeghe takes us into the lives of his characters with razor sharp insights laced with gentle humour from the hardcover edition

65+ Russian Short Stories classic collection. Illustrated 2022-06-22
an artist takes us through his day from his own particular perspective a short story from guys read other worlds edited by jon scieszka

Things as They Are? 1992
this a collection of short stories by the french short story writer guy de maupassant 1850 1893 including such famous works as ball of fat and the necklace

Guys Read: A Day In the Life 2013-09-17
rare edition with unique illustrations a collection of short stories by robert w chambers author of the king in yellow a collection of light romantic tales in which chambers love of fishing
and hunting and natural scenery prevails the stories are all set in america the title story is a comedy of coincidence with an atmospheric setting of nocturnal snow in new york

Short Stories of de Maupassant 1930
a table of green fields includes ten stories variously about the painter henry scott tuke the mathematician james joseph sylvester kafka thoreau along with some imaginary frenchmen
and scandinavians among others calculating the infinite in the finite tracing geometries of desire placing the obdurate world in an uncustomary light each of these stories opens out its



own world without giving up the plot or character of the traditional short story guy davenport s inventions are complex events in which ideas and cultural history are a kind of music to
which the characters dance despite the fractal syncopated collage of his narrative style davenport s prose is objective terse and transparent a constant theme in this book is the
transmission of the past as an imaginative act hence the title falstaff s dying vision of a table of green fields probably a mishearing of his recitation of the twenty third psalm corrected
by editors to he babbled of green fields a symbol of all fiction an art that must be exact about the uncertain

A Young Man in a Hurry, and Other Short Stories (Illustrated) 2018-08-25
this complete collection includes all of the stories by this nineteenth century french master of the genre

A Table of Green Fields 1993
許されざる密かな愛に溺れるヴィクトリア朝の詩人たちは しだいに周囲の人間を不幸に巻き込んでゆく 一方調査を続ける現代の学者たち二人は 1世紀も昔の情熱的なカップルの関係をなぞり お互いの気持ちを確かめ合う 19世紀と20世紀の男女の複雑な愛の形を描く激しい愛憎のドラマ 2組の四角関係の結末は 秘められた手書きのラブ
レターの中に ブッカー賞受賞作

The Best Short Stories of Guy de Maupassant 1968
after his mother goes deaf a young boy must navigate through the many difficulties of his childhood the boy witnesses his mom deal with loss his father becoming distant his older
brother living a life of his own the protagonist feels alone powerless voiceless at the same time the boy tries to impress the girl of his dreams at school leading him into a troublesome
situation he must make choices which could affect him for the rest of his life through it all he must figure out how to endure and grow how to become the man of the house see how the
protagonist deals with the struggling relationship between his mother and father how to deal with the struggles of puberty and coming of age impressing your crush at school and the
holes this can trap you in navigating through a house filled with tension while also trying to take control understand what it s like to live with someone who has experienced recent
trauma read about the importance of a mother son relationship and how the bond between parent and child can grow the story is fictional but tells true experiences of the author it is a
personal story that speaks to what growing up is really like for many young boys and how they look to their parents or siblings for guidance this story tells what can go wrong when that
guidance is not there but also the powerful bond between mother and son about the writer alex eaker grew up in the cold suburbs of connecticut at five years old his parents got a
divorce putting alex on an early path towards writing ever since alex has written about his experience as a son and younger brother operating between his mother and fathers homes
while also enduring the universal struggles of adolescence his stories serve to share his experience an experience not uncommon in today s world he hopes his words can reach the ears
of readers who are seeking a voice to connect with a voice they feel they have a common thread between short story press publishes short stories written by everyday writers

抱擁 2003-01-01
in his first collection of stories ralph lombreglia writes about being young and unsettled about trying to connect and not always making it or succeeding in startling ways a powerful first
collection the new york times book review

Short Story Press Presents Man of the House 2019-03-09
this is the follow up volume to the original guys and dolls by damon runyon published in 1931 isbn 9784871879477 with 34 more stories since then there have been many guys and dolls
including broadway plays named guys and dolls that get revived from time to time damon runyon was primarily a newspaper reporter he wrote these stories as a sideline he was best
known for his short stories celebrating the world of broadway in new york city that grew out of the prohibition era to new yorkers of his generation a damon runyon character evoked a
distinctive social type from the brooklyn or midtown demi monde the adjective runyonesque refers to this type of character as well as to the type of situation his best known story is little
miss marker that was made into a movie starring shirley temple and established shirley temple as a star the musical guys and dolls is based on two of his stories the idyll of miss sarah
brown and blood pressure the musical additionally borrows characters and story elements from a few other runyon stories most notably pick the winner the film little miss marker and its



two remakes sorrowful jones and the 1980 little miss marker grew from his short story of the same name

Men Under Water 1991
a young man in a hurry and other short stories

More Guys and Dolls 2019-04-11
can the reading public imagine a less likely but more needed book than stories for men a seventy five year old anthology edited by charles grayson written in an age when such a title
would scarcely raise an eyebrow imagine a book about men in which the featured theme is not rapists child abusers or men who never weep feel little sorrow or prefer dog fighting to
baseball to say the least this is a counter cultural collective portrait necessary in today s politically correct world the original editor charles grayson hit the nail on the head in his explicit
opening remarks the only claim we make for this book is that it doesn t pretend to offer the best or the finest in the world s foremost short stories by contemporary masters simply it is
just a bundle of yarns by present day american writers each dealing with a different phase of the actions and activities of men designed for good reading the text fulfills its mission the
work features little known short stories by such major writers as erskine caldwell on racial relations james m cain on murder james t farrell on street life dashiell hammett on men and
divorce ring w lardner on baseball damon runyon on football william saroyan on horseracing thomas wolfe on travel william faulkner on foreigners among many others for readers
interested in a slice of america this will be a book of inestimable value as well as personal pleasure stories for men will prove ideal

A Young Man in a Hurry and Other Short Stories 2014-10-18
this book contains 25 short stories from 5 classic prize winning and noteworthy authors the stories were carefully selected by the critic august nemo in a collection that will please the
literature lovers the theme of this edition is france for more exciting titles be sure to check out our 7 best short stories and essential novelists collections this book contains guy de
maupassant the necklace mademoiselle fifi miss harriet my uncle jules boule de suif the wreck the hand Émile zola captain burle the miller s daughter jean gourdon s four days the fete
at coqueville the flood death of olivier becaille nana pierre louÿs woman and puppy the new pleasure byblis leda immortal love the artist triumphant the hill of horsel theóphile gautier
clarimonde the mummy s foot one of cleopatra s night omphale a rococo story king candaules arria marcella the romance of a mummy honoré de balzac the red inn el verdugo the
atheist s mass la grande bretèche the elixir of life study of a woman domestic peace

Stories for Men 2017-09-04
these early works by guy de maupassant were originally published in the 1880 s as a collection of short stories this represents maupassant s tales of love and includes the father
farewell indiscretion mademoiselle pearl a wedding gift and many other titles guy de maupassant was born in 1850 at the château de miromesnil near dieppe france he came from a
prosperous family but when maupassant was eleven his mother risked social disgrace by trying to secure a legal separation from her husband after the split maupassant lived with his
mother till he was thirteen and inherited her love of classical literature in 1880 maupassant published his first and according to many his best short story entitled boule de suif ball of fat
it was an instant success he went on to be extremely prolific during the 1880s working methodically to produce up to four volumes of short fiction every year many of the earliest books
particularly those dating back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern
editions

Big Book of Best Short Stories - Specials - France 2020-04-04
these early works by guy de maupassant were originally published in the 1880 s as a collection of short stories this represents maupassant s tales of the family and includes a family
affair my uncle jules the gamekeeper the story of a farm girl and many other titles guy de maupassant was born in 1850 at the château de miromesnil near dieppe france he came from
a prosperous family but when maupassant was eleven his mother risked social disgrace by trying to secure a legal separation from her husband after the split maupassant lived with his



mother till he was thirteen and inherited her love of classical literature in 1880 maupassant published his first and according to many his best short story entitled boule de suif ball of fat
it was an instant success he went on to be extremely prolific during the 1880s working methodically to produce up to four volumes of short fiction every year many of the earliest books
particularly those dating back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern
editions

Guy de Maupassant's Tales of Love - A Collection of Short Stories 2016-03-30
a compilation of acclaimed short stories that each take place within a single scene

Guy de Maupassant's Tales of the Family - A Collection of Short Stories 2016-03-30
men s best short stories is an anthology of short stories written by some of today s finest male authors it includes the story he came home by dan tomich the winner of eaton literary
agency s 2014 annual awards program for short fiction other contributors include death doth hold name by brad braddock the card trick and hone by david burbee johnny and it s about
time by jason hall throwaway child by marcus hunter this just in by michael king stitchie by david palladini a mighty tug and that s my superweapon by robert redwine no lunch in
nirvana by robert b singer and ollie s dog by steven thomas this anthology celebrates the diversity found in the short story and novella forms and brings together these authors for the
first time in one book

Single Scene Short Stories 2007-03-15
長編小説10作品にフォーカス どこに世界中の読者が惹かれるのか 村上がmurakamiになった理由がわかる

MENS BEST SHORT STORIES FIRST 2017-02-16
will s got it rough he s practically the only kid in school who hasn t found out that he s a wizard or a vampire or the child of a norse god but when a supervillain takes over the school and
all the kids with powers are gone it s up to will to try and save the day a short story from the acclaimed collection guys read funny business edited by jon scieszka

村上春樹が英語で楽しく読める本 2020-10
in guy not taken a young married woman happens upon her ex boyfriend s wedding registry and wonders what life would have been like if she d ended up with him after all only to wake
up and find out her dream for better and worst has come true in tour of duty a young man visits an ivy league college with his mother who does not know how to tell him that his father
has left and is moving out during their weekend away and in kidnapping nana two sisters travel to a beach resort and kidnap an older woman so they have a place to stay while they re
there and find an unexpected bond with the older woman in the process

Guys Read: Will 2011-07-05
good men is one of readers favorite stories from the collection the guy not taken available for a limited time as a free download a prequel to jennifer weiner s bestselling and beloved
debut good men takes us into the world and mind of bruce guberman on the night of an ill fated bachelor party when bruce and his friends decide to kidnap his girlfriend cannie s rat
terrier nifkin a tender riotously funny short story good men is about five men and their unlikely friendships and also about love marriage and what gives two people the courage to link
hands and jump off the cliff



The Guy Not Taken 2007
jeff kinney is pretty much the nicest guy you can hope to meet except when it comes to his brother patrick the two of them have been locked in a battle for supremacy since they were
young a war that continues to this day a short story from the acclaimed collection guys read funny business edited by jon scieszka

Good Men 2013-09-10

Guys Read: Unaccompanied Minors 2011-06-07
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